MASTER THE LANGUAGE OF ‘BEING RELEVANT’ to your dog
Does it occasionally seem like
your dog ‘is just not that into
you’? Do you struggle to get
your dog to acknowledge your
presence when needed … or at
all? Have you tried all of the latest
trends and tools, fed the best
food, given them plenty of
exercise, and yet … your dog
chooses to NOT be with you most
of the time!?

YOU WILL LEARN:
• WHAT ‘BEING RELEVANT’ means
to your dog;
• WHY relevance matters!
• HOW to be relevant to your dog,
• WHAT tools are the most
important pieces of your tool
box.
• WHY proper tool selection, timing
and use, is essential to your
relationship with your dog.
• … and much more!

How many times have you asked
yourself, in utter frustration …
‘Why won’t my dog
acknowledge me!?’ The answer
could be because … you are not
relevant to your dog!

YOUR DOG WILL LEARN:
• HOW to make the right choice in
all situations
• WHAT to do when distracted!
• WHEN to make the right choice.
• WHY YOU are THE critical
element in your dog’s choices.

Join Karen Laws, Ontario Dog
Trainer at the Rocksteady Kennels
and Dog Behavior Centre to
master the ‘LANGUAGE OF BEING
RELEVANT’ to your dog.

Karen is founder and Chief Woof Officer of the Ontario Dog Trainer (www.ontariodogtrainer.com), - a fast
growing Dog and Trainer Learning Centre, offering canine career development opportunities, specialized
workshops, private lessons, and a unique and highly successful Boarding School for Dogs and Puppies.
She is past President/Director and is an active Professional member of the International Association of Canine
Professionals (IACP). She is a certified trainer at the highest level of IACP standards (CDT, CDTA, PDTI).
Karen’s unique perspective on educating dogs and dog owners is the result of decades of experience working
in the competitive and companion dog industry as well as the corporate and business worlds. She understands
what makes dogs and people ‘tick’.
Karen will be at Rocksteady Kennels to share with you her more than thirty-five years experience working with
dogs and their owners at all levels. The tools that we use to achieve desired behaviours with dogs while often
necessary, are secondary to your relationship and the need to be relevant to create the dog that you want.
You will come away from this workshop understanding why being relevant to your dog matters. You will know
how to recognize when you are making the desired connections. We will explore the benefits and pitfalls of
various training tools and approaches that goes way beyond simple mechanics of obedience training.
Regardless of your level of experience with dogs and training tools, this workshop will bean experience like
never before. You will learn why and how to maximize your relevance with your dogs and by graduation …
YOU WILL BE RELEVANT!

<click here to register NOW!>

